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Summary

Outcrops of asbestos occur on ten islands in 
t 

Lena Lake/ on Algoma property, 3 miles northeast of the

MacLeod mine (see Figure 1). The known occurrences appc-.r to 

outline an area of approximately 2,400' x 2,000'. The 

occurrence apparently has never been explored.

The fibre is i/8 to 1/4 inch long and appears to 

be of good quality. The estimated grade of outcropping 

portions of the deposit is probably less than l per cent.

The asbestos occurs in a mass of serpentinized 

peridotite which appears to underlie most of the lake. 

The peridotite and the asbestos outcrop only on the 

islands in the lake, which together cover less than 10 

per cent of the lake's area.

Serpentinized peridotite is the host rock for 

asbestos orebodies. Orebodies generally have a high 

magnetite content, and are reflected by magnetic anomalies.
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SP In 1964 Algoma carried out magnetometer and 

electromagnetic surveys on the southern two-thirds of 

Lena Lake (see Figure 2) to evaluate the peridotite as a 

potential host rock for massive sulphide base-metal 

orebodies. The EM survey located a conductor which was 

tested by drilling and found to be caused by graphite 

schist. The magnetometer survey (see Figure 3) revealed 

magnetic anomalies near and beneath some of the islands. 

The magnetic anomalies were not tested, since they had no 

electromagnetic expression and were therefore of little 

interest at that time.

To evaluate the tonnage potential of the deposit, 

it was assumed that ore-grade material might be present 

in the following cases:

1. assuming that the entire mass of peridotite outlined by 

the known occurrences would be of ore-grade.
* '

2. assuming that*only magnetic anomalies above 5,000 

gammas represent ore-grade material.

3. assuming that only the largest of the magnetic anomalies 

above 10,000 gammas represents an ore-grade zone.

The available tons per vertical foot corresponding 

to each of these possible cases were calculated, and 

projected to depths of 100' and 500' as shown below. 

Case TVF TVF to 100' TVF to 500'

1
2
3

442,000
48,800
4,600

44,200,000
4,880,000

460,000

not projected 
24,400,000 
2,300,000
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These estimates indicate that if ore-grade material 

is present, there is sufficient tonnage available, in any 

one of the 3 cases postulated, to support a viable mining 

operation.

Conclusions

1. The grade of outcropping portions of the 

deposit (estimated by the Geological Survey of Canada 

in.1926'from what appears to have been a cursory examination) 

is below ore-grade. Since less than 10 per cent of the 

peridotite body is exposed, and since the grade can reason 

ably be expected to vary from place to place within the 

peridotite, it is quite conceivable that ore-grade zones 

are present.

2. Should ore-grade zones be present, the fibre 

quality and the tonnage potential are ^uch as to suggest 

the possibility of a viable mining operation.
k

3. The known magnetic anomalies constitute good 

targets for further work.

4. The property is an attractive prospect and 

merits exploration.

Recommendations

1. The deposit should be explored with the work 

primarily aimfed at locating ore-grade fibre zones within 

the peridotite mass. Secondary emphasis, at this time, 

can be placed on evaluation of fibre quality.

A program costing approximately $12,000 is suggested
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to accomplish a preliminary evaluation of the property. 

Work recommended consists of completing the magnetometer 

survey of Lena Lake; trenching, mapping, and sampling of 

the outcropping asbestos occurrences; and diamond-drilling 

to test the known magnetic anomalies. An outline of this 

work is given below.

Item

Magnetometer survey

Estimated Cost

2.

3.

(a) Re-establish baseline, l mile of 
line. Crosslines to north @ 200' 
intervals, 8 miles of line. 
Total, 9 miles @$80/mi. $720.

(b) Magnetometer survey,
8 miles @ $50/mi. $400.

Trenching, mapping, sampling $1,500.
l

Diamond-drilling
2 holes to cut main anomaly at
depths of 150' d 300' approximately
900' of drilling @ $10/ft. $9,000.

$11,620. 
- or $12,000.

2. Recent work in northeast Ontario and northwest Quebec
f 

has shown that some serpentinized peridotites carry

economically interesting, low-grade, disseminated nickel- 

sulphide and nickel-iron mineralization. The possibility 

that the ~.ena Lake peridotite carries similar mineralization l 

should be evaluated if drilling is carried out.

S'V.-VA.'.H.-S*.":*-:-1 / -
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3. The peridotite bodies at Mildred, Bauldry/ and 

Loonskin Lakes, and the magnetic anomaly at the north 

east end of Bauldry Lake should be checked and their 

exploration potentials evaluated. This is considered as 

a separate project and no provision has been made for 

this work in the above cost estimates.

li
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Introduction

In a letter to J. V. Kuddart dated October 15, 1971, 

the writer recommended that Algoma investigate an asbestos 

occurrence shown on Ontario Department of Mines map P. 184 

as occurring on an island in Lena Lake, 3 miles northeast

bf the MacLeod mine (see Figure 1).

At that time we had no information concerning this 

occurrence except its location. No information could be 

found in the company files, suggesting that the occurrence 

has never been explored. Since then, the writer has located 

a short description of the occurrence in Geological Survey 

of Canada Memoir 147, published in 1926. This description 

suggests that the asbestos occurrence is an attractive 

prospect, and accordingly, a brief study wus made of the 

available data and of the exploration potential of the 

property. This report summarizes the results of this 

evaluation. It should be emphasized that to date there 

has been no field examination made by the writer nor, 

so far as can be determined, by any other exploration 

geologists, and that all knowledge of the deposit is 

obtained from the G.S.C. description and recent geophysical 

work in the area.

?v Ownership 

:Jf Property covering Lena Lake has been owned by

^M^ Algoma for many years.•;?.#*:";-

m.
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History of Exploration

An aeromagnetic survey carried out for Algoma in 

1953 revealed a strong magnetic anomaly underlying the 

southern part of Lena Lake.

In 1964 Algoma established a picket-line grid 

covering the southern two-thirds of Lena Lake, and 

carried out magnetometer, vertical-loop and horizontal- 

loop electromagnetic surveys. The object of this work was 

to test the peridotite mass for massive sulphide base-metal 

bodies. The area surveyed is illustrated in Figure 2.

The electromagnetic surveys revealed a moderately - 

strong conductor near the southeast shore of the lake. 

One drill hole, 415 f long, was drilled to test the 

conductor. The hole cut a band of pyritic graphite schist 

with a true width of'about 40', which is evidently the cause 

of the EM anomaly.

There is ,no record of any work ever having beer 

carried out to evaluate the asbestos occurrence.

General Geology

Lena Lake is in an area underlain by metavolcanic 

rocks. Peridotite constitutes the islands in the lake.

The occurrence of peridotite on the islands, together 

with the more or less circular outline of the lake (which

contrasts with the usual linear outline of lakes of the
f,
i!v area), and a pronounced aeromagnetic anomaly over the lakeM**- :J -'

sif. all suggest that the lake is largely underlain by an
.v.j'.'^. "V '

Mf*"'-' intrusive body of peridotite.
••*^'K#; ''- - -'.- --.. - . - ~ - . ' ' ' -- -'
-SK#'-*V';.- - : - . - .- - - .-V-,
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According to the G.S.C, description of the rock, 

the peridotite has been largely altered to serpentine.

Economic Geology
4

The asbestos occurrence in Lena Lake was described 

by the Geological Survey of Canada (Mei..oir 147, p. 131) 

as follows:

"Veinlets of asbestos were found on some of the 
islands in Eleanor (now called Lena) Lake, township 29, 
range 24. They are only from l"-, to 1/4 inch wide and 
l foot or 2 feet long and probably constitute less than 
one per ctnt of the rock in which they occur. They occur 
in patches a few feet or yards wide in various parts of 
at least ten of the islands, which are a hundred feet or 
so in width and several times longer. Though the asbestos 
is not here in commercial quantity it is apparently of good 
quality, being' strong and flexible and of bright green colour,

Figure l was traced from the map accompanying 

Memoir 147, which shows ten islands in Lena Lake. They 

are assumed to be the ones referred to above, although 

it is recognized that there may be other islands, too small 

to be shown on the map,, which may have been included in 

the ten described.

The ten islands of the lake outline an area of 

approximately 2400' x 2000'.

Exploration Potential ,

Asbestos fibre, evidently of good quality, occurs 

over a poorly-defined area which may be as large as .2400* x 

2000 1 . The host rock is serpentinized peridotite, which is 

tho host rock for most known asbestos orebodies.

\
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The grade 'of outcropping portions of the deposit 

is below ore-grade, but the deposit has never been tested
t

by trenching or drilling. The total area of the islands is 

less than 10 per cent of the lake's area. It is reasonable 

to assume that the grade will vary from pi?.-- to place within 

the peridotite body/ and it is quite conceivable that ore- 

grade portions may be present in the covered 90 per cent of 

the peridotite body.

Magnetic data are of some help in-outlining possible 

zones of asbestos concentration. The principal involved and 

the more obvious target zones are discussed in the following 

paragraphs.

The process of serpentinization of peridotite 

which results in the formation of asbestos also results in 

the formation of magnetite. In general, the more intensely 

serpentinized portions of a peridotite body are those with 

the highest asbestos and magnetite contents. Thus, in
*

exploring for asbestos orebodies, the most magnetic portions ' 

of peridotite bodies offer the best targets for exploration 

work.

The partial magnetometer survey (Figure'3) of Lena
4

Lake has outlined a zone of anomalies extending more or less 

along the chain of islands in the central part of the area 

surveyed.

The peridotite has a magnetic background of about 

2,500 to 3,000 gammas. Within the zone of anomalies, magnetic 

intensities of over 20,000 gammas were measured.

Considering the anomalous zone as having a lower
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threshold value of 5,000 gammas (approximately twice 

background), the main anomaly is about 2,000' long
*

by 200' to 400' wide. A branch to the northeast from 

the main anomaly extends the total length to about 2,400', 

with the average width remaining about the same as notetf 

earlier. A second, smaller, anomaly lies 250' east of 

the main one, and is 500' long x 100' wide.

Within the main anomaly there are 4 zones which 

have intensities greater than 10,000 gammas. The l?.rgest 

of these is 1,000' long by 20' to 100' wide.

These magnetic anomalies may ret?ect maarcLite-rich 

zones associated with asbestos fibres, since this is a 

common association in asbestos ores and since asbestos is 

known to occur on the islands.

To evaluate the tonnage potential of the deposit, 

estimates were made of available tons per vertical foot 

employing 3 different assumptions concerning extent of 

.mineralization within the peridotite.

-I.-. Assuming that the entire body of peridotite within the 

known bounds of mineralization (i.e. the area outlined by 

the ten islands) is of ore-grade, then the potential tons

per vertical foot ~ 2̂ 400 ' x 2,000' x l 1 * 442,000
10.9 cu. ft. 

ton

2. Assuming that only magnetic anomalies above 5,000 gammas 

represent ore-grade magnetite-asbestos zones, the potential

tons per vertical foot - 2 ,4O O * x 200' x l'
10*9 cu. ft. 

ton

500* x 100* x i 
10.9 jcu. it 

ton

* 44,200 * 4,600 " 48-,800.
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3. ' ••Assuming' that only the largest of the magnetic anomalies 

above 10,000 gammas represents an ore-grade zone, the

: potential tons per vertical foot ** 1000' x 50* x l' ** 4,600
:-/ ,™ 10.9 cu. ft.
' v' t ton

These figures are summarized below, and the 

potential tonnage available to various depths is projected. 

In Case l, an open-pit could be employed, and tonnage is 

projected to a depth of only 100'. In Cases 2 and 3, 

underground mining would be required, and tonnage is 

projected to depths of 100' and 500'. 

Case TVF TVF to 100'

1 442,000 44,200,000

2 48,800 4,880,000

3 4,600 460,000

TVF to 500'

not projected

24,400,000

2,300,000

These estimates indicate that i5 ore-grade material 

is present as assumed in any one of the three cases, sufficie
V *

tonnage is available to suggest the possibility of a viable 

operation.

The peridotite is also of interest for its po.-v .ble |
t 

nickel content. A peridotite body at Sunrise Lake, 2 \, 1

miles northeast of Lena Lake, carries copper-nickel-plj - .num 

metals mineralization. Recent work in northeast Ontario 

and northwest Quebec has shown that soma bodies of 

serpentinized peridotite carry previously unrecognized, 

economically interesting, low-grade disseminated nickel- 

sulphide and nickel-iron mineralization. The possibility 

ay- : .that the Lena Lake peridotite carries similar mineralization
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should be considered.
t

Mildred and Bauldry Lake Peridotites

The 1953 aeromagnetic survey (sheet 5) shows small, 

but intense, elliptical anomalies over the northeast 

ends cf Mildred and Bauldry Lakes, l 1/2 miles and 4 miles, 

respectively, north of Lena Lake. Peridotite is known 

to occur at the northeast end of Mildred Lake. The cause 

of the Bauldry Lake anomaly is unknown, and it may be due 

to another body of peridotite. Peridotite has been 

reported (G.S.C. Memoir 147, p. 132) from the west shore of 

Bauldry Lake, and from a vaguely defined locality near Loon 

skin Lake.

Respectfully submitted,

January 3, 1972.
P. E. Giblin 
Consulting Geologist
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LENA LAKE ASBESTOS PROSPECT

Introduction t

During January 1972, P. E. Giblin wrote a report on Asbestos 
Deposit at Lena Lake. In this report he reviewed all the 
information including work done by Algoma and Memoir 147 of 
Geological Survey of Canada, 1926. He recommended some surface 
prospecting primarily to locate ore-grade fibre zones within the 
peridotite mass.

Summary;

During August 1972, the writer spent one day on the Lena Lake 
prospect and examined three of the main islands. Asbestos was 
noticed only on one out of the three islands examined. This 
examination was preliminary; however, few samples of asbestos 
were taken from island-1 (see sketch attached). Asbestos is 
limited to only island-1 and it appears to be less then l percent 
of the rock. The outcrops needed to be blasted to obtain better 
samples, but the project had to be terminated earlier than planned 
due to the shortage of time and personnel at the Firesand project.

Work Done;

On August 9, 1972 the writer accompanied by A. E. Paradis, examined 
the outcrops on three of the main islands in the south central 
section of the lake. Major portions of these islands (l, 2, 3 as 
referred in sketch) appear to be covered with outcrops.

Geology and Description;

Island No.l is located in south-western section of the lake, 
Island No.2 is approximately 50 feet west of No.l and Island No.3 
is about 100 feet east of No.2. All the above islands are covered 
by peridotite which appears to have coarseness of ordinary granite. 
Fresh rock is dark green but on weathered surface it is easily 
distinguished from other rocks by its rusty colour and exceedingly 
harsh texture.

Peridotite on these islands appears to be serpentinized to various 
extent. The asbestos mineralization is assumed to be the result of 
serpentinization of the peridotite.
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Veinlets and minor patches of asbestos were found on Island No.l. 
These veinlets are 1/8" to 1/4" wide and vary in length from 2 to 
4 feet, striking in almost east-west direction. On surface the 
asbestos appears to be less than one percent of the rock. The 
quality of the asbestos does not seem to agree to the description 
given in Memoir 147, page 131. Asbestos as noticed on Island No.l 
appears to be brittle and pale white to pale green in colour.

Recommendations;

No further work is recommended presently. However, when personnel 
and budget available, thought should be given to obtain fresh 
samples to evaluate the fibre quality.

October 13, 1972

M. A. Khan,
Geologist,
Exploration,
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